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Adecade ago, Western's football program was on the ropes. Only a 5-4 vote by the Board of Regents kept the Toppers on the Hill.
But after clinching its seventh straight winning season, the program is thriving, poised for another run at the I-AA playoffs.

file photo by John Lok/Herald

Some of the 11,300 Jubilant fans try to take down a goalpost in Smith Stadium on Oct. 28, 2000, celebrating Western's victory against Eastern Illinois. Western claimed the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship with the 34-12 win.

BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
red mesh hat sits behind Jack Harbaugh's desk.
Its message - "Keep Western Football" ~ serves as a reminder that his office under Smith
Stadium might be a parking space today if not for
a single vote.
Looking at the stadium makes it hard to imagine a parking
lot in its place. But had the football program not been saved
by a narrow Board of Regents vote and massive fund-raising
effort, that could be today's reality.
Ten years ago, Western football was far from the cusp of
conference championships. It was within one vote of being
knocked down and paved over. Now, the program is within
one win of a third straight playoff appearance and possible
Gateway Conference championship.
Smith Stadium, in all its one-sided glory, is no longer in
danger. But it was.
When faced with an overall budget cut of $6.1 million in
1992, the university searched for ways to save money.
Every academic department could have been affected, but
the easiest way to save that much money would be to make

A

one large cut.
Enter football.
With an operating budget of nearly $600,000, some
thought it logical to get rid of one football program instead of
taking chunks from many academic departments.
Coach Jack Harbaugh remembers a meeting with thenPresident Thomas Meredith the Friday before spring practice
was to begin in March 1992. Meredith recommended they not
start spring practice because football would not be played in
the fall.
A pair of back-to-back losing campaigns in the previous
two seasons made such a proposal easier. Western went a
combined 5-16 in 1990 and 1991.
"That was one of the reasons, too," Harbaugh said. "Drop
football when football is not doing well and no one will really care."
Meredith faced pressure from a petition by the American
Association of University Professors, which passed a resolution that semester suggesting Western eliminate football.
The faculty's main argument was a 1989 Faculty Senate
report showing the athletics department, football in particular,

Western updating
campus master plan
midst of updating the university's master plan, which provides ideas and a vision for
plan
was
Warm rays of sun glistened
growth at Western.
through the windows of a busy
"When dealing with the
lab on Westem's campus this
university master plan, you
summer.
have to look at all aspects of
Inside, where the unique
students, academics, commuaroma of cherry wood hung
nity," said Facilities Managewas ment
heavy in dust-filled air, two studirector Doug Ault, a
dents and a professor worked
member of the committee. "It's
over 400 hours to build a model
been very interesting watching
of Western 's campus.
all these different pieces come
The model was a request of together."
Westem's Campus Master Plan
SEE PLAN PIG£ 3
Committee. The committee is in the
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter

The last

produced
in 1990;

the last

model
created in
1967.
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Diddle to open doors Saturday
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Hilltopper basketball fans wi!J
kick construction workers out of
Diddle Arena Saturday and bring
in the season with style.
The arena, which has been
under renovation since April,
will open its doors to the public
at 2:30 p.m. Saturday for the
Lady Toppers game. There will
be some restrictions on parking,
entrances and concessions as
construction continues.
Associate Athletics Director
Jim Clark said fans should not
stress out over finding their way
into Diddle. To ensure accessibility and fan safety, Western will
SEE DIDDLE PAGE 5

Election results

Talisman Is back

On Tuesday:

Four Western professors ran
for office on Tuesday. Professor
Alan Palmer won. Page 2.

Westem's yearbook is back in
publication, and orders are now
being taken. Page 3.

Three new police officers have
been hired by campus police.
Meet them next week.

..

9

file photo
In 1992, Athletics Director Lou Marclani, left, watches
as President Thomas Meredith holds a check for two
season tickets for the upcoming football season. In April,
the Board of Regents voted to keep the program.

Rodrick Reidsma/Herald

Carolyn Shreckengost cleans one of the luxury boxes in Diddle Arena Tuesday.

herald~

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for in-depth sports
coverage, including a preview of
weekend swimming action.
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Weather watch
Today

By the numbers

Friday

592 432

Saturday

702 482

672 612

Sunday

67 2 502

Monday

Day

552 432

18

&cresofplzza
&merlcaa• eat dally

48

Baby pigs ased ID tbe

Pushing through

1888 movie "Babe"

Crime

Election

►Be,ort

Western
affected
outcome

Arrests
♦ Nick Andre Geoffrion,
Smallhouse Road, was charged
Monday with failure to appear,
Warren County Regional Jail
had no record of his arrest yesterday.
♦
Christopher Brian
Baenziger, Lebanon, was
charged yesterday with driving under the influence
and disregarding a traffic
control device. Warren
County Regional Jail had
no record of his arrest yesterday.

Reports

Thomas Cordy/Herald
Bowling Green sophomore Wade Yeoman escapes Matthew Barnes, second from right, a freshman from
Fort Irwin, Calif., and Kyle Lockwood, right, a freshman from Pickens, S.C. Louisville freshman Dorian
Payne, left background, watches the upfield action in front of McCormack Hall.

We know what you want. ...

► CJearlJJltlJeAJr
♦

Due to a Herald error, psychology professor
Retta Poe's name was misspelled in a front-page
article about senior assessments in the Oct. 31 edition and in an editorial about senior assessments
on page 4 of Tuesday's edition.
♦ The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that are brought to reporters' or editors' attention. Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044,
or e-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com,

-· _And we have it,
just the way you want it
www.wkuherald.com

♦ Heather Dykes, Keen
Hall director, reported
Monday words carved into
a door in the dorm. The
room was unoccupied,
♦ Annessa Marie Beltz,
Oshea Street, reported
Tuesday a parking permit
worth $65 stolen from her
2000 Dodge Neon parked in
Diddle lot.
♦ Jonathan David Berry,
Keen, reported yesterday
someone breaking into a
1989 Jeep Cherokee parked
in Egypt lot. The vehicle's
owner, Jonathan
Scott
Lyons, Keen, reported $50
in stolen property,
♦ Jesse Dale Osbourne,
Keen, reported Tuesday $7
cash stolen from the
Preston
Health
and
Activities Center men's
locker room.
♦ A male resident of
Northeast Hall reported
Monday receiving a threatening telephone call in his
dorm room.

E p ess Tan
2495 Scottsville Rd
783-0107
In The K-Mart Shopping Center

28 Beds
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Western figured decisively in
Tuesday's local elections.
Voters re-elected one Western
faculty member to lh:e ~owling
Green City Comrmss1on but
denied three others seats on the
four-member commission.
Government department head
Saundra Ardrey directed campaign strategy for inc~bent D:tn
Hall, top vote-getter m the city
commission race.
Journalism professor Jim
Highland served as election night
commentator and his students
provided broadcast coverage for
local media.
Other students campaigned
for county candidates.
All city commission incwnbents won re-election, including
public relations instructor Alan
W. Palmer. Palmer finished second behind Hall. Because of four
votes, Palmer lost the position of
Mayor Pro-Tern.
"It makes me realize Dan Hall
worked a lot harder than I did for
the votes, and I'm very happy
that Dan was the one to finish
first," Palmer said.
"People trust him," Ardrey
said, referring to Hall. "Dan
doesn't say very much, He's very
soft-spoken. He has quiet leadership,"
Hall claimed 5,646 of the
35,551 votes cast for the eight
candidates. Palmer tallied 5,642.
Ardrey said the fact that
Palmer and Hall were incumbents was an advantage for them.
She said the same was true for
Jim Bullington and Joe Denning,
and for any incumbent
"Close to 96 percent of
incumbents almost always win,"
Ardrey said.
The four victors beat out challe~gers Keo Kuehn, Mike May,
Bnan Nash and Brian Strow
because voters are happy with the
~ay commissioners are running
city government, Ardrey said.
Strow, an economics professor at Western, agreed with
Ardrey that voters are satisfied
with current city commissioners.
''The incumbents ran the
boards," he said.
Strow finished sixth in the
election with 3,694 votes.
"I've earned the rookie-of~~-year award," Strow said.
1 m the highest vote-getter of
any newcomer."
May, a geology professor at
Western, finished seventh with
2,846 votes. He plans to continue
to fight the Kentucky Trimodal
Transpark.
."Yiou bet," May said. "We're
gomg to continue on the issues."
The T~spark, a proposed
4'.000-acre mdustrial park and
llll]>ort, was a major issue in this
year's el~ti~n. Incumbents supported building it Challengers
opposed it.
Kuehn, also a geology professor, finished last with 2 741
v?tes. He might try a run' for
higher office in 2004
"I
.
may be thinking about
may?r," Kuehn said. "That's
conung up next."

am.

~ollege Democrats helped
thetr Party retain
the fiscal
three seats on
for shericoui:1 ~d win the races
clerk.
ff, Jailer and county

14" Large
I
1 1-Topping Pizza & I
:

Herald reporter

helT~ ~ollege Republicans
Ha:ld ~ e Buchanon defeat
·ud
rantley for county
~ ge-executive and helped elect
Arnarre~ County's first AfricanB~ncan magistrate, Cedric

~----------~----------~
1
Cu1tomer pays applicable oale1 tax.

bed for

BY DAVE SHINALL

I

:I

"M

countles anhy of them worked
Morgan s h ours"
. , sat·ct Shannon
Coun ' c autnan of the Warren
l ty Democratic Party '"They
P ayec1 ave ·
·
success of ry mtegra1 part in the
our Party."

I
I
I
I
I

~::,C~Dave Shinall at

s Wkuherald.com.
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Yearbook returns to Hill

I
CINIOIUS
lblllRlt

Talisman last
published in 1996
BY SARA PEAK

Herald reporter

NOVEMBER. 14 • 19, 2002

KUS.Sill.. H. MILLER. THEATRE · IVAN WILSON FINE AR.TS CENTER
PERFORi\AANCES ARL NOVfMBCR 14, 15, 16, 18 & 19 @ 8PM

WITH MATINEES ON NOVEMBER.I6 & 17@ 3PM
flCKET LINE 745·3121

DO YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING
WITH COLLEGE GRAFFITI
EARLY!
ORDER NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!

A 72-year-old tradition is
returning to the Hill.
Western 's yearbook, the
Talisman, will be published
for the first time in six years.
Louisville senior Stephanie
Gladney, editor of the
Talisman, said publication
stopped in 1996 because not
enough students were buying
yearbooks. She said they were
hard to market.
"It's really hard to sell
yearbooks
door-to-door,"
Gladney said. "And that's
what we had to do in the
past."
Gladney said the staff is
marketing the book to freshmen and seniors.
But some students aren't
sure
they're
interested.
Versailles freshman Stacey
Adkisson is one of those students.
"I bought (yearbooks) in
high school," she said. "But

Western ts much bigger, and full-color and include a secso I dor ' l think the book tion for each senior's photowould have much to offer graph.
me."
Adams said the Talisman is
But maybe it will.
getting help from Taylor
"The
approach
has Publishing Company to bring
changed," Student Publi- · the award-winning college
cations director Bob Adams yearbook back to life.
said.
Western agreed to buy 500
"(The book)
books from Taylor.
will document the
Adams said the
year rather than
university might
the
ping-pong
use them for proclub."
motional purposes
Gladney said
or give them to
"About Face," the
alumni,
faculty
2002-2003 ediand
prospective
tion
of
the
students.
Talisman, won ' t
Gladney
said
be like a tradishe's not sure what
tional yearbook.
will happen next
It will read more
- Stephanie year.
like a magazine,
"If it works
Gladney
she said.
well, we'll be
Louisville senior
The book will
doing it on our
be in chronologiown," she said.
cal order and cover Western "Taylor might help, but this is
students and events of the pretty much our last chance."
year.
Order forms to buy the $45
"There's a face with every yearbook are in Garrett
story," Gladney said. "You Center Room 122.
don't have to be in an organization to be in the yearbook." Reach Sara Peak at
The 176-page book will be news@wkuherald.com.

"There's a face

with every
story. You don't
have to be in
an organization
to be in the

yearbook."

Talk Of The Town Nails
Sculpture Nails • Acrylic Nails •
Airbrush Design • China Silk
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focus on
•
renovation

M-F

CONTINUED fROM FRONT PAGE

Free French
manicure with a
full set or filling.
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1559 31 -W By Pass
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Closed Sunday
842-8807
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18 pack 12 oz cans
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and Ice
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c,;11aM,rhd All5<)

Jim Beam ~

Seagram's Gin

$10.99

$7.99

$9.99

750 ml

750 ml

I

I

'

750 ml

$15.99

$7.49
750 ml

Jiffi
T
$13.99
$14.99

PLAN: First

Bacardi Rum

E&JBrandy

$7.99

1407

2052

US31W
By-Pass

Russellyille

783-8697

746-9856
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The last plan was produced in
1990, but the last campus model
was constructed in 1967.
"Being able to visualize things
in three dimension is valuable
over time," said architectural and
manufacturing professor Neal
Downing. "It is a working tool
for the master plan committee."
Downing, also a member of
the committee, was in charge of
the new model's construction.
Western hired a consulting
firm this summer - GreshamSmith Partners of Nashville - to
assist with an updated plan for the
university, Ault said.
The company mapped out tentative five-year and 20-year facility plans and looked specifically
at traffic control and parking.
In the five-year plan, Gresham-Smith recommended Western
limit new construction and focus
on renovating existing facilities,
Ault said.
The company's 20-year plan
lays out a broader agenda for
Western. The company recommended the university look at its
entire range of facility needs. It
outlined a plan that could include
building new dorms and new
support and classroom facilities.
The firm also looked at
Westem's enrollment projections
and said the university will need
more dorms. Brainstorming has
already begun for new dorm sites.
"The space next to RodesHarlin Hall is a logical place,"
President Gary Ransdell said.
'That place has been talked about,
but so have a lot of other places."
Some other locations include
Chestnut Street, along 15th
Street, across from Gordon
Wilson Hall and behind McCormack Hall. A Greek village on
Center Street has also been proposed, Ransdell said.
Nothing will be seriously considered until renovations on existing dorms are completed, said Kit.
Tolbert, director of Housing
Operations.
Ault said Western is landlocked by a railroad and local
neighborhoods and would have to
look at acquiring new properties.
He said funding for educational buildings must come from the
state. New support and dining
facilities would be funded with
separate bonds incurred by
Western or from private grants.
The new model is not yet
complete.
"We are adding some elements to it," Downing said.
"When we were working on the
model, plans for the journalism
building and Diddle Arena had
not been finalized, so we are fixing them and adding the adjoining pieces of directional dorms.
"We formatted this model so it
could be updated. We anticipate
to do that for the future."

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.
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TheCreed

Editor Caroline Lynch:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex llall Jr.:
11ews@wkuherqld.co111
editor Brd11dy Warren:
0 p inionhera/d@wkuherald.com

OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution

-
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Editorial

Faculty and students have every right to be upset.

Athletics not too good to ask faculty for spots:
ports rule the roost here at Western.
They want something, they get it even if it interferes with the academic
side of the house.
At least, that's the perception.
Though looks can be deceiving, the athletics
department's recent move to please Hilltopper
Athletic Foundation donors only accentuates a
stereotype that has long plagued the Hill.
During the upcoming men's basketball season, certain parking lots around Grise Hall and
Tate Page Hall will be blocked off so people
who donated $250 or more can have reserved
parking for home games.
Five of these home games are on week
nights when night classes are held in those
buildings. Faculty and commuters count on

S

those lots for parking.
Administrators say
faculty members will get
reserved spots in those
lots during games. We'll
see what happens.
We understand that
HAF members are guaranteed certain perks for
handing over money to
athletics. Among those,
good parking for all
home games.
This perk has been taken away since the
Diddle Arena renovation began. Typically HAF
members have parked in the lot next to Diddle.
In the worst cases, as Athletics Director Wood

Selig put it, some of
them actually had to
park in the structure.
We understand that
Western gives perks to
people who fork over the
cash (for athletics that
is), but this is the problem: No one ever asked
if it was okay, or took
the time to discuss it
with the people affected.
S l'
d
f
e 1g an Gene Tice, vice president or
Student Affairs and Campus Services, never
talked to faculty or deans about using the spots.
Parking and transportation committee members had asked them to, but apparently they

ound to it yet.
haven't gotten ar
starts Saturday.
Basketball seas~n nts have every right to be
Faculty and stu e
upset.
. oin to be thrilled abput losing
~o one is ~ th; situation could haVQ been
thelf spot,
ore consideration and commusmoother wit m
'
0
nicat~ ~he athletics dep~rtment_ had at least
1 .
d of •ust stalong claim oo the lots,
asked, in stea Id iose the perception that sports
maybe we cou
is king.
- t
ther
Both sides have to 1ive o~e
·
And that means talking th10gs out.

?~

. d ' . z·s the may·ority opinion of the
This e itoria1
d"
Herald's JO-member board of student e ztors.

~-------~--------------r-

Commentary

Peace better for business
and high school seniors
I was headed for my class about These kids would be perfect candithis time a year ago, finished with dates for the draft, and likely be
morning duty, shuffling papers to sent into combat arms. They knew
make sure the attendance roster it instinctively, or learned it from
was handy. I stepped through the fathers and uncles caught up in the
door, checked to see who was last big American war.
already there, glanced at the clock
I didn't have to go to that war,
to see how few minutes remained thank God. My wish is that no one
before I had to mark tardies and has to go to war, ever. But somethen noticed something . - - - - - -'-,,-, times a nation has to fight.
slightly different in my
World
War
II,
for
first period seniors.
instance, was necessary.
The television was on,
World War I wasn' t.
which wasn't unusual, but
Crossing Khadaffi 's
it was turned to CNN
Line of Death was necesinstead of CMT, and
sary; the invasion of
everybody was watching.
Granada wasn't.
There were no last few
I remember a line from
Bruce
winks of sleep, no final
Asimov's "Foundation"
exchange of exciting gosSimmons
trilogy, a theme that ran
sip or complaints about
through the three books,
the monotony of work. Instead, a "Violence is the last resort of the
couple of high school students incompetent."
were scrutinizing a replay of
I've mulled over that for
President Bush talking about a war decades, and I've found damned
on terror that would last 30 years or few exceptions to its logic. There's
more.
the aforementioned World War II
The bell rang and the school day and the embarrassingly effective
official] y started.
occasional light
I switched off the
swat on the nose
television, and the
of a puppy dediquestions started
cated to chewing,
immediately. We
or slap to the welldidn't make any
padded bottom of
progress in Brit
a toddler relucLit
that day ;
tant to veer away
Shakespeare took
from danger, and
a backseat to
that's about it.
worries about the
Most of the
possibility
of
time, war isn' t
going to war.
necessary at all.
I spent some
In the movie
time in the Army
"Kelly's Heroes,"
a quarter century
the
hustler
ago, and my students knew that. It Crapgame suggests a way around
meant an amusing story every now the Tiger tank that's keeping enterand then, a break from the routine prising American soldiers from
of class, but suddenly I was a looting a bank behind German
source of pertinent information.
lines. "Make a deal!" Crapgame
Dan Maiden asked THE ques- urges. "Maybe the guy's a
tion. "Will I be drafted?"
Republican. Make a deal!"
"No," I said. "Probably not."
Can't we find some other way of
But that wasn' t enough to satis- persuading people than punching
fy him. There followed a quick les- them? Aside from being (we claim)
son on how the draft works, on how civilized Christians, we're capitallong it takes to train troops and ists. War hurts the economy; it's
move them into action.
peace that provides the best envi"It would probably be over ronment for business.
before you were mobilized," I said.
And it's much better for keeping
They were mistrustful. They had high school seniors alive.
reason to be. It wasn't CP, or honors English. Only a couple of them
Bruce Simmons is a senior print
were even considering college, and journalism major from Glasgow.
that was a community college in He is also a former teacher at Ohio
Elizabethtown or Owensboro. County High School.

They were mistrustful.
They had reason to be •••
Only acouple of them were
even considering college •••
These kids would be perfect
candidates for the draft, and
likely be sent into combat
anns. They knew it
instinctively.

...

Usten for new voices
The dominating themes of the 1960s
were the Vietnam War and Civil Rights.
It would be a historic gain for civilization if, as a result of that time, we are
less willing to go to war in 2002. And
the Civil Rights struggle brought the
possibility that - for the first time in
this nation's life - government by the
consent of the governed could be a reality.
Much that happened in the 1960s
brings these possibilities into doubt but not extinction. For a mess of oil, the
first war against Iraq in 1991 betrayed
the first possibility, and militarism was
invigorated, but it can be stopped. We
have become a truer democracy than
ever before. Whether the democracy
(consent of the governed) we have
become can or will bridle the militarism
and plutocracy - always latent irt
America but never before as strong as
today - is the question on which the
future hangs.
But the world, and the United States
most of all, will be foolish if it misjudges the depth of discontent with present-day distributions of power and
wealth. Always remember that there is
an inescapable link between domestic
and international policy, that the greatest
enemies of social justice - militarism
and poverty - are inextricably interwoven.

Protests can be, and often are, crude,
rough and mistaken in focus. They don't
arise from nothing, anymore than did
the turbulence of the 1960s. Although
we don't have the spirit and voice of
Martin Luther King Jr. to teach that lesson to us, all would do well to read at
least one of his speeches, and I don't
mean the over-used "I Have A Dream"
speech. Rather, read the Easter Sermon
he delivered at Riverside Church in
New York City in 1967 when he publicly came out against the Vietnam War
and made the link between militarism
and poverty.
Better yet, listen for new voices. It
might surprise you. There might be
some on this campus - new voices to
make a difference in changing the ugly
and fearsome shape of the world that
seems right now in the grip of militarists
and plutocrats. Listen.
Charles Bt,t$.sey
History professor

Gazebo is all flash
I've racked my brain over what happened to the gazebo money for a while
this semester, and I've yet to find an
answer to a very simple question.
"Why do we need a gazebo?"
SGA has funded many projects that
have had a direct benefit for students,
such as covered shuttle stops, but this
seems to be all flash and no substance.
Has SGA become so vain that
they're. willing to waste our money on
something that no one really needs just
so they can have a plaque on it?
Why not use that money to start a
new scholarship? Why not donate that
money to a charity?
After watching my fees be repeatedly raised to renovate an arena that I
couldn't care less about, this gazebo hits
a sore spot. All I want to know is
"Why?"
Christopher Cooper
Greensburg junior

us.

com.
t
122Qariett

the right to
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Tops and Bottoms •••
Good Luck to the 15 Western students
eaded to Bosnia. Be safe. We want you
ck on the Hill soon.

Thanks to the facilities management works who are fixing the elevators in Potter
all and the parking structure.

Congrats to the students, faculty and
ff who voted in Tuesday's eleon.Voting makes a difference and your
te counts.

Boo to insurance premiums rising again.
Come on, let's give our faculty and staff
members a break. It's bad enough they have
to deal with students.

Kudos to participants in the Speakers
orner. lt's nice that students have the conence and a platform to speak their mind.
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News Briefs

Herald wins award
The College Heights Herald
· won a national Pacemaker Award
last week at the ColJege Media
Convention in Orlando, Fla.
It's the student newspaper's
ninth Pacemaker since 1981, the
last coming in 2000.
Louisville seniors Ryan Clark
and Bt:ian Moore served as editor
for the fall 2001 and spring 2002
semesters, respectively.
The Pacemaker competition,
considered the Pulitzer Prire of
colJege journalism, is co-sponsored by the Associated

Collegiate Press and the
Newspaper Association of
America Foundation.
Three Western students also
took home individual awards.
Louisville junior Mai Hoang
won first place for business and
economic reporting. Lyndsay
Sutton, a May graduate, won second place in the Los Angeles
Tunes sports story of the year
competition.
Taylor Loyal, also a May
graduate, placed third for the Los
Angeles Tunes diversity story of
the year.
-Joseph Lord
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DIDDLE: 5,000 fans to get hard hats
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

post 50 ushers around the arena to
direct Topper fans.
"We're having a dress
rehearsal for the ushers Thursday
night," Clark said. "We hope that
everything runs smooth on
Saturday, and people really get
excited about what we've done."
Curiosity about the renovations and anticipation for another
season of basketball are two
things Clark said wilJ help attract
a big crowd for the game.
"If we have a large student
turnout, we're expecting to selJ
out," he said.

Getting in

Fear Factor Sundaes~Only $2.29!
1705 31W ByPass
Close to Campus~Less than a Half-Mile

(270)782-3131

only at Baskingl)Robblns.

YOU MAY BE A
UNITARIAN
UNIVERSALIST
IF YOU ...

•Seekjustice, equity, and compassion
in human relations
•Want to build a world community
with peace,liberty, and justice for all

Unitarian Universalists are people like you who
express themselves in these ways. We extend a special welcome to WKU students, faculty, and area families. We are located conveniently near campus. All
are invited to join us each Sunday at 11 AM.

With construction still underway, finding a parking space will
be more difficult.
Diddle lot will provide 450
spots for Hilltopper Athletic
Foundation members. The parking structure and the SkyPAC and
Creason Street lots are expected
to accommodate everyone else.
Diddle will boast four new
entrances Saturday, but only two
those closest to Smith
Stadium - will be accessible to
fans.
Entrance 1, near University
Boulevard, will be open for students and the general public.
Entrance 2, near Big Red Way,
will be open for luxury suite
holders and the general public.
The stairwell in Entrance 2 will
not be accessible.
Entrance 3, near the parking
structure and University, will be
limited for use by Western band
members, cheerleaders and the
media. Entrance 4 is used only by
construction workers.
The 16 luxury suites adorning
the arena's upper concourse will
be unveiled Saturday to their
respective donors. But the elevators that go to the second floor
and upper concourse in Diddle
will not be operating.
Assistant Athletics Director
Craig Biggs said although Diddle

Rodrick Reidsma/ Herald
Kelly Higgs of Davis Cleaning Service scrubs seats in Diddle Arena Tuesday. " It's going all
right," Higgs said. " But all this stuff is very dirty."

is still limited in what will be
ready, more will be available to
fans than expected.
"We've worked late a lot of
nights, and now we just have
some little things to do," Biggs
said.
There will be two ticket sellers at each entrance, along with a
spray of ushers to help direct
traffic. Each fan will also be
given a map of the arena.
"With the ushers, the maps
we're going to hand out and the
150 temporary directional signs
we've added, it should help,"
Biggs said.

Game time
Fans will have plenty of places
to sit Saturday. All seats in Diddle
will be available.
And even though concession
stands are still under construction,
temporary stands will be set up.
But the men's and women's
restrooms on the side of Diddle
closest to the parking structure

Special

•@
·

"The church tha~ asks not that
all think alike... but t hat all
alike THINK!"

@·
._

$4.50

Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuherald.com.

Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
c~IJ 791~1151'

inn
1475 Kentucky St.
Open Daily 11 am-1 0pm

from 48 to 60 hours a week, Russ
said he is nearing completion.
The heating system will be
turned on today. The arena is
expected to be a comfortable temperature by game time.
"We've come a long way,"
Russ said. "But there's still a long
way to go before it's all finished."
Biggs said Diddle's interior
and entrances will be completed
by March 6 - the opening date
for the men's and women's Sun
Belt Tournament.
Until then, fans will have to
deal with the hassles brought on
by Diddle's renovation.
In the spirit of construction,
the first 5,000 fans to enter the
building Saturday will receive
haid hats.
"We' re going to have a game,"
Clark said. "It won't be perfect,
but it will get better each time
they come."

AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES

Sweet & Sour Chicken
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
:2.033 Nashville Road ( US 31W South) Phone (270)842-4060
For more information see our website:
www.bowlinggreen.net/~uuchurch

won't be ready.
Diddle is undergoing a massive cleaning effort which began
Monday afternoon. Many of the
seats in the arena were covered
in dust yesterday. Aisles were littered with debris, and the final
touches to two new, large video
screens had not been made.
Ann Stewart, a member of the
cleaning team, said she cleaned
more than 1,000 seats yesterday.
There are stilJ thousands more.
"We're supposed to be done
by Friday," Stewart said. "It
looks good in here, but ... it's a
lot of seats."
Biggs said workers have
planned to work up to lunchtime
Saturday so that Diddle will be
as ready as it can be for fans.
Deadlines set by Saturday's
game are affecting other workers
as well. Kevin Russ of Hussing
Mechanical is ~orking on
Diddle's plumbing and heating
systems. After working anywhere

782-5429

2835 Louisville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Office 846-3325
Eric Wheeler, Owner

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
proudly receives its 9th PaceMaker!
Thank you to our readers and advertisers for
helping to make us one of the best in the nation!
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Less than 2 weeks after our
Dining Services Forum~ DUC
Food Court hours have been
extended!
Come have your voice heard at
our next forum, Thursday,
November 14, at 4 p.m. in DUC
Room 305.
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.·· Property
. ·

Presents the Re-Opening
of E.H. Diddle Hrena

:·,~eg~nts

W-A.CHOVIA
SEouRITIES

·:;.:~ppr:ove

land deal
I

'

, Jh

HARLEM

I

•

.t\D-'14,~E HARDIN

GLOBETROTTERS®

Herald reporter

Western

will

spend

?ffl',dOO this year ·to buy

~

three pieces of property bordering campus.
The Board of Regents
approved the land purchase
at the body's meeting last
month.
The land is located on
Forrest Drive, Noi:mal Or-ivc
and Chestnu~Seet.
Universit
ministrators
would not
k in detail
about how e property will
be used.
"We will use the property
OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK
Cillt,l#orCatryoflt
for the growth and expansion
of Western," said John
Osborne, vice president of
Campus Services and Facilities. "We are holding them
in inven'tor)! for futur.e u·se.'"
The ~I.$ aJso accepted
a 44-acre land donation from
Bowling Green resident Sallie Carwell.
'
The property, located on ·
Hadley-Cohron Road, will be
used as a teaching and research center by the biology
department.
The land ~ home to a Vari- ·
ety of ecological habitats
including grasslands, fields
and woods thati., will be ,us.ed ,
for field research, said
Biology Department Head
Richard Bowker.
,
,
"This is a wonderful opportunity for our students,
and we are really excited
1$1.00 off any
about it," Bowker svd.
t ,t
special

1'

Reach Adriane Hardin at
~e~@wkuherald.com.

,
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Saturday, nouember 9
E.H. Diddle Hrena
7:30 Pm
Houston Jaguars

MONDAYS &

WEDNESDAYS

'J

us.

$1.50
LONGNECKS

WKU lady Toppers
4Pm

$2.25

IUJSDAYS &
THURSDAYS

DAIQUIRIS

r-----------••-----------•
lunch•

: : another combo dinner :

:
I
1

I Buy one combo dinner I
#1 thru #15, Get
I

11

#1 ttiru #15 only

11
11

#1 thru #15
FREE!

I
1
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Students admitted free
with ·valid WKU ID
The first 5,000 fans will receive a souvenier construction
helmet courtesy of the Ridley Group of Wachovia Securities

FOR AS LITTLE AS 35 CENTS A DAY
(That's more than 50% off the regular price!)

The iew Xofk·Times Electronic Edition
!1''8,aGt· ~ig~~~1 r,plica .of the printed paper
■

Do keyword searches on any subject
•r- ~ ·A~
·
■ Stay on top of the world, the nation, the arts, jobs,
business, sports and more
,.
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■

Move through pa_ges sections, skim headlines, zoom in

■

Ea,sy and convenient: download as early as 4:30 a.m. E.T.,
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► Feature Briefs
Banquet to be held
The WKU Ducks Unlimited Annual Banquet will
be held tonight at 6:30 p.m. on
the Southern Kentucky Fairgrounds.

'B

k J
azu a o' to play

"Bazuka Jo," a blues-based
rock band from Glasgow, will
debut their recently released
CD "Brand New World" from 9
p.m. to close Saturday at State
Street Pub.
Tickets are $4 for members
and $5 for non-members.
The band's CD will also be

for sale.
For more information call
846-0210.

Nominations will be accept~
ed until Jan. 1.S; there is no '
entry fee.
·
Books eligible for the award
must have been written by a
Kentucky author or have a
Kentucky-related theme.
Any individual, organir.ation,'
or company may nominate
books to be considered..
Guidelines for nominations are,
available by request or online at
the festival site, www.sokybookfest.org.
For more infonnation con- ·
tact Jonathan Jeffrey at 7455083.

Book entries being
accepted
Entries for the Kentucky
Literacy Awards for excellence
in non-fiction and fiction publications are being accepted.
Winners in each category
will be announced at the
Southern Kentucky Festival of
Books on April 12 and will
receive a cash prize of $1,000
and a commemorative certificate.

You'v

Get The
College Heights ·Herald
In Your lnbox
I

•

'

II

Register now on our website and ~utomatlcally receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new laaue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Dally Horoscope
Its the best way to stay Informed... and lti free.

http://www.wkuherald.com

Ibis IS us. We make sure 1h11 JIU hlll flli
stuff 10 do on campus. like HIIIOWIID 11111 ·
Vallevpalooza. And lcet Bill Ballamv, I1111
Jim Breuer. And all Iha bands that Cllll 11111.
Movie nights at ouc;, That's us, 110.

This is tor vou. We need vou.
All thosecool cats ,_at have
been planningthisstulf have
to graduatesometime. so ii
vou want to have vour sav in
who comesto campus and
what events we havetor
YOU, the student bodv, then
sign UP tor CAB todavl You'll
have something to put on
vour resume, make some
monev, and vou might even
have agood time doing ill
Fill out this application,
attach vour resume, and
drop it off in DOC 315. Do
it NOW before all the uood
stuff gets tallen!

c;>

Positions available
Treasurer
Public Relations Director
Special Events Chair
Concert Chair

Lecture Chair
Minorltv Student 1111'811 Dllr
Nlteclass Chair
4th Floor Chair

.
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Seeking Internet crush; dying to hear "Someone really does like you"
~e last name Smith and first inittal A.
I'm sorry to the approximately
1~ students I took advantage ~f
~~~ the last name Jones and first
11111ml A. .
I submitted each of your emails to someonelikesyou.com in
· attempt to discover the ea vam
mail address of my true Iove.
SUPERPICKS
Someonel1.kesyou.com sent
me an e-mail on 0ct. 28 inform·
h d
admire In
Hollan Holm
mg me 1 a a secret .
r:
order to learn who this admrrer
Sometimes an idea seems was, and Jive happily ever after, I
funny. I think if I follow through had to guess.
This meant feeding the Web
with lhis funny idea in a goodnatured way, everyone will laugh site e-mail addresses that would
it oil. I want it to be a good time in tum receive "Believe it' You
.
for everyone, but in the end it have a secret admirer!" messages
doesn't work U1at way. People get of their own. Undoubtedly they
would be convinced- like I was
used.
Those times, people get hurt, - by the rampant use of exclaand it's not my intention. This is mation points, that their wouldwhy I'm apologizing in this col- be-wooer is real.
They too would vainly submit
umn. I was wrong to do what I did
last week, and I am sorry. l don't e-mails and a vicious nationwide
have actual knowledge enough to cycle will begin. But should I
name all those l hurt on Oct. 28, match with anyone, I could call
the police, have my admirer prosbut here goes.
I'm sorry to the approximately ecuted and not have to submit
24 Western students I used with more innocent addresses.

•

. The Web site . rew~ded me
with clues to the 1dent1ty of my
digital darling for every__eight
addresses. I ran out of leg1ttmate
names before I got my first clues,
s~ I went to. the WKU Student
Drrectory online to get the rest of
my clues. Thanks to the 36
" megbootleg,"
strangers 1·k
1 e
"Mcnugget317" and " app1ep1e.
375" 1 exp101·tect, I know the 10
& 1
·
c
bo b
1owmg tacts a ut y secret
ad · .
nurer.
.
♦ She spends her free trme
going to something called
'Theater/Movie/Concerts."
♦ Her idea of the perfect first
date is a walk in the park.
♦ She has a "gootball" sense
of humor.
♦ She has light brown hair.
♦ She has hazel eyes.
♦ She has cats.
If only the site would have
included a Zodiac symbol I could
have narrowed down the list of
millions of Americans who fit
that description.
The site pressed me further,
promising more clues if I would
obey tasks like registering with
my middle school at a class

I Mr.Tu.-edoe

Grade: A

make sense at first, but once
Hera Id film critic
you get to the end of the
movie, all of the pieces to the
There are only a few
puzzle fit into place.
movies that can penetrate your
This movie has by far the
dreams and turn them into
best story telling in a movie
nightmares. In the 1980s, there
tha~ I have come across. Every
was the "Nightmare on Elm
inch of tbe movie will pique
Street" and '·Friday the 13th"
your intetl!St - and even scare
series . In the 1990s, we were
""
introduced to the "Scream" you.
The special effects in the
trilogy. Now, entering the 21st
century, we have "The Cell" movie ar.e moody and well
and a new contender, "The done. A memorable scene is
when Rachel pauses the tape,
Ring:'
The Ring is about a myste- she can see the fly from within
rious video tape. After watch- the TV screen move. She then
ing the tape, the viewer plucks the fly from its televireceive~ a phone call and is sion prison and it buzzes out in
told that they have seven days our world.
There's much more to this
to live. Their faces are blurred
movie
that you'll have to see
when photographed and when
in
order
to appreciate, and the
they're seen through a video
surveillance monitor. Jour- ending is outstanding. It tactnalist Rachel Keller (Naomi fully sets itself up for a sequel,
Watts) finds out about this tape and it deserves one.
The only complaint is that
and tries to fig ure out who
in
the final 15 minutes of the
made it and why. She views
movie,
after the climatic endthe tape and a world of puzzles
ing,
it
drags
on and most of it
and illusi(ins unfold in front of
isn't needed.
her. Then she gets the call The movie is a rare breed of
"You have seven days."
After Rachel gets the call, great psychological story
the movie begins to tell the telling, great acting and
events of what happens to her moody special effects that will
each of the seven days. Within send a shiver up your spine.
each of these days, more about
the puzzling rilm is revealed as Reach Devinn Winkleman atfeathe story unfolds. It might not tures@wkuherald.com
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BY DEVINN WINKLEMAN
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congratulate an

Should Holl.an Holm or any
member of his J.M. force ke
caught or killed, the secretary wi~l
disavow all know~edge of his
actions. His e-mail at. hollanholm@hotmail.com will selfdestruct in five seconds.

C

eo.,.. •.,.,....
I ll)pl•~:::/~:;b;"o!:.one,c1011t

would like to

♦ Bnng your N .
Association membership card to
REDZ. Don't let a fancy name
· ,s still the Fourth Floorfool you 1t
'
.
.
'ty Center. .
of Dowmng
Uruvers1
d
·
But your NRA car w1·n come. m
handy at the 7 p.m. presentation
.
.
d
of Spartaeus. No discount ~c1u ed with an NRA membership, but
you'll fit in better with the other
fans Oh wait,
Charlton He~to~ B · H
my bad He s m en ur, not
·
Spartacus.
. Th
♦ Go to the Phoerux eater
. t at 8·30 and see
tomorrow rugh
:
Mark Melloan and his_ folk/bluegrass music styling. Bnng ~5 and
they'll probably let you m the
door, too.

i!.}

tl
~.. •·
I

1

'0 the Week
Picks .
ational Rifle

u

U 0
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The 'Brothers

Apparently, Cupid at someonelikesyou.com has never seen
my column mug shot.

I had asked many friends male and female _ for their
addresses in my flurry of searching, but I told each of them they
should disregard the message
from someonelikesyou.com that
would inevitably follow
When he am
·
as
my crush 1r n e came
. dup d
an
m·terro t ' d hwas surpnse
.
1·t, hopmg
ga
e
er
on
be
.
be
th
may , Just may
at even
th gh h didn'
' h .
ou s e
t mate a smg1e
hint about my secret admirer it
'gh stl.
'
rm At ll wtlork out between us.
pparen Y she guessed my email in hopes that Cupid and its
·
ail
ld
h
mcessant e-m wou leave er
alone.
A
s she ~hot me down, the
flames left rnce black burn marks
on the carpet in my donn. So nice
that you would swear they were
mud tracks.
Even though I found flames
instead of love, Cupid left me
hope.
"You're so popular and good
looking, however, you probably
have a lot more people out there
with mad crushes on you," Cupid
said.

2945 See~tsvllle Bead
781-1586
20•.1. Retail With \VKIJ ID
\Ve are 110w offe1•b1g a special
11iseom1t fm• stude11t group
orga11izntio11.~ Tuxt,...Jos su,rting

'Ring' scares, intrigues;
21st century thriller

,
-

reunion Web site and playing the
Internet lottery. That yielded more
specific fruits like my admirer's
firs~ nan:ie has five letters and
begms. with a letter betw~n F and
J. Their last name has SIX letters
and begins with a Jetter between p
and s.
Those parameters fit names I
.
.
.
could mvestlgate
hke
Gerty
'
Putter, Ivana Ratdog and Hei·di
Slinky
·
But then I realized that was
moronic because I' e ne heard
of anyone w·th
n~ s ;
th t,
1
e
e a
much less anyone who would luSt
after me
·
But that all changed Nov. 4
h Cu 'd b
ht
w en
p1 roug me a new
message.
.
"Someone really does like
you," Cupid said.
In my lack of self esteem, I
couldn't help but notice a sarcastic tinge on "really." But sarcasm
aside, I had a name to go with my
suitor-ess.
Tums out that the someone
was not one of the many Smith or
Jones e-mails I submitted but a
friend of mine.

1.0. Is required for all check. debil card, and credil card tranaactions. We resetve lhe righl to
refuse any out-of-state checks or temporary checks. Please have your 1.0. ready at the time
of payment. Drivers do not carry more than $20. All accounr orders are subject to app,oval.
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· All women 15 to 45 are
encouraged to attend!

st park Baptist Ch
~~~Old Morgantown R!~~
November 9th
1:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M.

Taught by: Jeramy Black
Certified Instructor

Call 843-3419
for more
information or to
reserve your spot!
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BRINK: Coach offered sacrifices for sake of his team
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a vision of the university
m the 21st century - basketball
wa~ marked the "flagship" sports
program.
Football lobbyists said if the
program wa\ cut, Western would
sti11 have to pay $600,000 to other
sc~<>?ls for games scheduled and
ex1stmg coaches' salaries.
And at the time, 80 of the 348
black student~ on campus were on
the football team. Cutting the program would have decreased campus diversity.
Harbaugh looked into cutting
scholarships, trimmed the travel
budget by pulling out of a move to
the Gateway Conference ~hich Western ultimately joined
m 200 I - and offered to cut his
salary by $10,000.
An Athletics Task Force was
formed to decide the best remedy
to save football, while also finding
the best possibilities for all sports
in the next five years.

In the meantime, the coach proposal April 30.
went to his team with the possibilThe Regents voted 5-4 on a
ity football would be lost. He proposal that saved football, but at
asked them if they wanted to keep a cost. The program would receive
practicing.
only $450.000 from the university
They did, because the decision budget to operate, but it needed
wouldn't come for another month. about $345,000 more. The
They
wanted to play.
Toppers lost two assistant coaches
•. "What the then-Facul
Harbaugh cited other pro- - remaining one short today
said was we just needed ty Senate
grams, Austin Peay and and at least 10 scholarships,
letics expenses," said
cut _athTennessee-Martin, which faced Harbaugh said.
p~fessor of philosophy ans,dstill _a
similar
circumstances and never
"We can't compete in I-AA
g1on ''There
reh·
was no program
recovered.
football
like this," Harbaugh
the part of the facul . .
on
'The reason being, the players recalls thinking at the time. "It wa<;
football as such.
ty atmed at
didn't stay loyal," Harbaugh said. like it was going to be a slow
"We very carefull
"Here,
to the man at that point in death. We lost four coaches, our
criticism that the athl~tima~e our
time,
everybody
stayed loyal to budget was cut in half, scholaris out of line with the cs. ud~et
the
football
program.
I think that ships were lost. They've given
, budget."
university
was the most instrumental thing in you football, but they strangled
' Re~ated attempts to contact
the entire situation was that our you so eventually you're going to
Meredith were unsuccessful
players stayed."
suffocate."
Fans also pressured the ti.
A
budget
committee
chaired
And Harbaugh still contends
·ct
ormer
by Meredith had voted that foot- the decision was never about
I1bFsk1 ebnallt to put more money in
ball had to be dropped. A recom- money.
as et. ' and less in football In
Meredith s plan called "'"
·
'The thing about finances realmendation was made to the Board
vvestern
of Regents, which voted on the ly wasn't the driving thing in it,"
Harbaugh said. "The driving thing
in it was Dr. Meredith had been
getting some pressure from the
Faculty Senate. That was his carrot. He was going to throw football out of here to try to put himself in good position with the
Faculty Senate."
Whatever the rea.Qllllg, the
football program still needed to
have more money to be competi8 Mile (R) ........................
tive in Division I-AA.
1:00 4:00
8 _Mile (R) ........................ :: ............................
So the Hilltopper Athletic
5:00
2:00
Pokemon 4Ever G
............................
Foundation organized a private
( ) ....................................... 12:50
3:00 5:10
fund raising effort. There was a
Paid In Full (R)
7:10 9:20
2:30 4:40
goal to make $150,000 in ticket
··············································
sales.
J;>unch-Drunk Love (R) ..................................
1:45 4:20
7:00 9:25
"When we were told that we
White Oleander (PG-13) ................................. 2:10
7: 15
possibly would be eliminated,
The Transporter (PG-13) .................................
7:05 9:40
many, many facets of the universiBrown Sugar (PG-13) .....................................
ty and the community got togeth9:20
I:30 4:10 6:50
er to raise the money," then-athletTuck Everlasting (PG) ....................................
2:20 4:40
7:20 9:30
ics director Lou Marciani said.
Jonah: The Veggie Tales Movie......................
1:00 3:00 5:00
About half the money was
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) ....................... 2:00 4:45
7:15 9:45
brought together by the W-Club,
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) ....................... 1:30 4:15 6:45
HAF and other alumni. An addi9:15
tional $85,000 came from a road
The Tuxedo (PG-13) ........................................
5:00
9:50
game at Southwest Louisiana
One Hour Photo (R) .........................................
7:20 9:35
'The objective was very simThe Barbershop (PG-13) .................................. 1: 15 4:30
6:50 9:30
ple," Marciani said. "To maintain
the great tradition in football. To
have the athletes to participate in
Box Office Opens at 3:30 Monday - Friday
football was important for us. To
Open Weekends at 12:30
maintain that for future generations."
Former players Butch Gilbert,
I
Mickey Riggs and Jimmy Feix We carry lots of Brand Name Jeans!
Tobacco I Road
who also coached the Toppers and
for whom the football fiel9 is
Adult Jeans $8.99
had overspent its b d
drcds of thousands
by hunonce had a $ I 5 milli 0 Uars and
But A · ·
on deficit
rvm Vos th F ·
' Senate chairman at'th e_ acuity
cutting football
\~e, said
idea alone.
was ,v,eredith's
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Childrens Jeans $5.99
We now carry great shirts for
$5.99-$8.99

I:;+

Cash and/or Major Credit Cards Only

I
I
I
I

New Shipments Weekly!

named - were instrumental in ly1.ed recruiting scene. Hi:. &on
rallying suppon fnim old player; Jim volunteered to recruit e~en
and alumni.
though he w-cL, a quartcrbxk wuh
'That's when we start1..'<.I writ- the Chicago Bcru-i..
ing and calling for solicitations,"
Jim gave hi dad a pep talk
Feix said. ,.We tried to
after seeing him
drum up ticket sales. All y,-.., record
slumped over on hi
the politicking was
,......
~ in the middle of
great; but probably the llnce 1992
recruiting season.
single most critical cle,.I uoo..-n;truld you
1992
4-6
ment
was
Jack
and
I don't like \\hat
1993 8-3
Harbaugh did not leave.
I'm
seeing," Jack
1994 5-6
He didn't need this proremembers
his son
1995 2-8
gram
and
those
saying.
"Look
at you
1996 7-4
headaches . . . he dug
We c,m do some1997 10.2
those heels in and did
thing. We don't ha\C
1998 7.4
not leave."
to it around feeling
1999 6-5
Football had been
sorry for ourselvc.,."
2000 11-2•
played on the Hill since
So Jim \\Cnt on a
2001 8-4
1913, and Harbaugh
2002 7.3••
recruiting hinge to
didn't want to be the
Florida - a hotbed ol
one who let it go.
75-47 overall
prep talent - that
"I didn't want foot(.615 wmnmg
,panned nearly a
percentage)
ball to be dropped at
month. Jim went
Western Kentucky on
door-to-door from
* won Ohio
my watch," he said. "It
Orlando to Tampa to
got very personal. Very Valley
Bmdcnton, making
Conference
personal."
for IS•hour day,.
He joined the fight to Championship
Jim
Harbaugh
•• current
sustain the prowam brought in two of the
record with one
a fight that was aided by
program\ best forgame to play
those red mesh hats,
mer running backs.
which were sold to raise
Rod Smart and
money and spur support for the DeWayne Galh,haw. from the
program.
Sunshine State.
More than 2,000 people
"We were not a Florida recruitshowed up at the Red-White game ing outfit then," Jack Harbaugh
to show their loyalty. And Western said. 'That opened the bottle, and
even played a game against a team we're ~till feeding off that"
from Moscow at the end of spring
This season. 13 players on the
practice to raise money.
roster hail from Florida.
"Jtwas a dog and pony show to
Feix said Jim even injected a
try lo save football at Western lot of financial support, including
Kentucky," Harbaugh said. "I'm new uniforms. But maybe hi~
part of this dog and pony show. biggest contribution to the revitalMy entire life is football. rm here ization of Western football came
with bells and whistles trying to when Jim landed Willie Taggart.
support it by bringing in all this one of only three Toppers to have
.
. k stuff"
I
gunnuc
.
their jersey retired.
Then came what maV have
Taggart played quarterback
been the program's salvati{>n - a from 1995-1998 and helped solid$3.1 million anonymous donation, ify the Hilltoppers as one of the
which at the time -was the single most prolific rushing offenses in
largest donation received by the the country. He was the top ru~huniversity. It helpcdretum the lo t ing quanerback in Divi~ion I hisscholarships and keep the Toppen; tory at the end of his career and
competitive, financially.
still holds 11 Western records.
But they still had to repair the
Harbaugh plucked him from
damage.
his violence-filled neighborhood
Marciani said the word on the m Bradenton. Fla When Taggan
street in Kentucky was Western arrived, he didn't know the prowas cutting football, which sen- gram had almost been cut two
ously hurt recruiting.
years earlier.
Harbaugh gave one person
Sn h111t l'atiE 10
crectit ro.r r~lping revita1it.e a p~-

How Important Is
Your Safety?

I

I
I
I
I

American Jean Outlet
350 High Railway Rd.
Bowling Green
(270) 393-7113

VIE

With the idea of guns at
Western, SGA wants to
know wtJ.at you think
about campus safety.

Campus Safety Forum
Thursday, November 14th
DUC Room 305 @ 4 p.m.

f

I

Westt;tn Kentucky Vnl\~tty s

511/DENTGOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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BRINK: Chumps to champs in 10
COIITINUED FROM PAGE
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But looking back, the vote to
keep football affected Taggart's
entire life. He met his wife,
Taneshia, here. He has an I I month old son, Willie Jr., with
her. And he's in his second season
as co-offensive coordinator at
Western.
''There's no telling where
Wtllie Taggart would be now,"
Taggart said. "I probably wouldn't have my wife, wouldn't keep
my son I have now, the records
and meeting the great people I
met in Bowling Green."
In Taggart's first season, 1995,
Western finished 2-8. Despite the
record, that season was the beginning of the upswing. The Toppers
went 7-4 in 1996, and since then,
Harbaugh has slowly taken the
program to one of the most successful stretches in its history.
Western is in the middle of the
school's longest stretch of winning seasons, with seven straight,
since 1967-1975.
file photo
During the last 11 years,
Western is the only I-AA school An onlooker watches the Red-White scrimmage in spring of
to rank in the top ten in rushing 1992, wearing one of several such hats that were sold to
offense every year.
help raise money for the struggling foot ball program.
In 2000, the Toppers went 112 and won the Ohio Valley an annual basis. That's similar lo game left in the regular season
Conference.
the newly formed Lady Topper and 86 wins, he needs 21 to
And since 1995, eight of Enhancement Fund that has eclipse Feix as the all-time winHarbaugh's Toppers have signed raised over $250,000 in four ningest coach in Western history.
pro contracts, most
months
for
"I don't see us changing,"
recently
Joseph
women's basket- Taggart said. "Seeing the turnJefferson and Mel
around we had, whoever comes
ball.
Mitchell.
After all the suc- in here after Coach Harbaugh will
With a new presicess,
Harbaugh have to keep that success going. I
dent and athletics
remains humble think they'll do whatever it takes
director who seem
about his recipe for to do that, because he took the
committed to sports,
program at its lowest and turned it
prosperity.
the scenario of a
around
... I think we can be a top
'll' t
rt
"Good football
decade ago isn't like- W1 le agga
players that had out- 10 team year in and year out."
ly to repeat itself.
Bowling Green junior Brian
co-offensive coordinator standing character,"
"I think the leadLowder
agrees. Lowder, now
Harbaugh
said.
ers of this institution are commit- "Players who were here for the Westem's starting strong safety,
ted to a broad-based intercolleremembers the controversy being
giate athletics department that righf reasons. They were here to on the news when he was 11. His
supports football at the highest I- get an education. They were here family has consistently given to
AA level as possible," Athletics to play fOQtball. And for the most HAF to support the program.
part, they,y,,ere interested in doing
He remembers those bad days.
Director Wood Selig said.
things
riglW."
But like him, the Toppers have
That is evident in the $900,000
He saict the players knew it grown out of them.
resurfacing of Feix field and
"It's kind of like you look
efforts to build an athleic support would talc-e' time and money to
back now, and you don't underfacility adjacent to Smith Stad- revive the program.
''They didn't complain about stand how that was a possibility,"
ium. But the biggest enhancement may be the expanded $1.5 14-hour bus rides," Harbaugh Lowder said. "Former players
said. "(They would say), 'This is look at how incredible it is at
million operating budget.
Selig also said the department it, we're going to hang in here and what we've done. It's only going
to go up from here."
is working on a football enhance- get it turned around."'
And they have.
ment fund which would develop
a co~ of fQOtball backers that
Harbaugh, 63, has three years Reach Keith Farner at
on left on his contract. With one sports@wkuherald.com.
11lwould donate to the pro~

"I think we

could be a top
10 team year in
and year out."

LIVE IN PERSON

TOM PETTY ~~f HEARtBREAKERS
,:

,..,,l~.\1-; ..·~•J .... ,....,...,...

,.,~

-

FREE

SAMPLES!

Monday, November 11
Garrett Food Court & Topper Cafe
11 am - 1 pm

WHAT fS SUSHI?

ALL NEW ROCK & ROLL SHOW
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

Sushi is a specific style of Japanese cuisine that combines
vinegar seasoned rice with a variety of seafood and
vegetables. The word "sushi" actually means "vinegar rice."
"Su" is the Japanese word for vinegar and "Shi" is an
abbrevation of the word "Meshi," a colloquial name for
cooked rice.

JACKSON BROWNE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6
RUPP ARENA

ON SALE
SATURDAY 1OAM
concerts west

Tickets can be purchased at the Rupp Arena Box Ollie,:JS59) 233-3535/ficketmaster (859) 281-6644/All Ticketmaster locations:
Krogers', UK Student Center, and Oise Jo~liey/Ticke1s can be purchased onhne at www.ticketmaster.com
r1t1<ets , ut,jecl to applicllb',t \t!Mte cha,ges. E'lt ~ t,me an<I ct;rte .,, 1ullj,rt to chanc•.

"THE LAST DJ" THE NEW ALBUM IN STORES NOW

5 pm - 7 pm

TOMPETTY.COM I JACKSONBROWNE.COM

NO CORPORATE SPONSORS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOU.

Contrary to
popular belief,
sushi is not all
raw fish. In
America, there is a popular
misconception that sushi
equals raw fish. Although
some sushi combinations
use raw fish, there are
many others that use an
array of ingredients
ranging from cooked fish to
vegetables. What you add
to it is your choice and is
only limited by your imagination.

WKU
Dining
Services

November 7, 2002
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Lady Tops face unknown team
BY

J.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter

Every woman ·
.
different.
is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is

Type in "Houston Jaguars" on an Internet search
engine and you can understand the Lady Toppers'
dilemma.
It's two days before the Jaguars roll into town for
an exhibition game, and Western knows little, if anything, about them.
The best Mary Taylor Cowles and her staff can
do is get a couple of box scores or news stories from
a year ago.
But the two squads will face off at 4 p.m.
Saturday in Diddle Arena.
It's the only exhibition game for the Lady
Toppers before they face Louisiana Tech Nov. 23 to
open the season. Cowles said scheduling only one
game was not a conscious decision,just bad luck for
her efforts to pull together a stronger regular season
line-up.
"Obviously, I like to use an exhibition game to

see what kind of progress that we made," Cowles
said. "I think the girls are looking forward to competing with someone other than thermelves."
Cowles said she's seen a Jaguars' box score, but
aside from that, she has no roster or game film to
prepare by. She just knows what her team needs to
do to win in general.
"No. 1, we have to box out and not allow people
to get offensive board after offensive board," Cowl~
said. "We have to make sure that we take care of the
ball and give ourselves an opportunity every time
that we're on offense."
Now it's time to sec if the plan works.
Senior guard Kristina Covington is looking forward to Saturday to sec where everyone fit, in on the
team.
"You have to work with the things you do as a
team," Covington said. "You also realize what your
job is as a member of the team."

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

·Men'§ basketball
The ph · ·
. ysicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to c · f
.
th
~n~g or the unique healthcare needs of women
rough~ut their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.

Globetrotters come to Diddle
BY KYLE HIGHTOWER

Herald reporter

~o-~en's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health seNices and information
-~ecessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
an~ual P~P smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various ~1rth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and ~urg1~al procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided 1f needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Dennis Felton and the men's basketball team's
quest for their third consecutive Sun Belt
Conference title and NCAA Tournament appearance will again go through Harlem.
Westem's season unofficially opens 7:30 p.m.
Saturday with its first exhibition game against the
Harlem Globetrotters, who the Hilltoppers defeated
last season at Diddle Arena.
Doors will open for Saturday's doubleheader at
2:30 p.m. The WKU Athletic 'Ticket Office has 600
seats remaining for the two games.

rJCf~ j ~eaM [ ? ~
Located next to The Medical Center
Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 103
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • (170) 781-0075

You want news? You got it.

www.wkuherald.com
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SPRIN( ~ RREAK

...................

Early Specials! Spring Break
Great deal 2 bdnn. apt.
Bahamas Party Cruise!
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
5
days
$299! Include Meals,
required 846-2397.
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
3 bdrm house for rent @ 319
Florida! Get Group- Go
College Street. Reference_&
deposit required. No smoking Free!! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
or pets allowed. $475/mo. Call
842-4923 or 991-3192.

······•·······••···

...................

··············•····
FREE UTILITIES!! & Minutes

SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!

Air, Hotel, FREE
to campus. New carpet, private
FOOD
& DRINKS and 150%
laundry huge pool. 1 bdnn
Lowest
Price Guarantee!
$459 ; 2 bdnn $549 all utilities
REPS
WANTED!
Earn
included. Call now 781 -547 1.
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment & cash!
Only one 4 bdrm left!
Call 1-800-293-1445
Adjacent to campu~.
or email
All appliances including
sales@studentcity.com!
washer & dryer. CALL
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices!
Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.
Mexico, Jamaica,
$275-$300 month. Lease and
Bahamas, Florida, Texas.
deposit required 846-2397.
Book Now & Receive Free
3 bdrm at St. James Ap~s:
Parties & Meals. Campus
1133 Chestnut. Some ut1ht1es
Reps Wanted!
aid $575/mo. 781-8307
1-800-234-7007
p •••••••••••••••••••
endlesssummertours.com
Rent Western Place Apartment,
S ring Semester . . .
P. ludes all ut1httes.
*** ACT NOW!
$320/mo me
c II
No deposit or fees. a
Guarantee the best spring
(270)535-272.~.1;.~tPbreak prices! South Padre,
••••••••••••
Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps
•••••••••••••
d
Needed, EARN $$$.
Roommate n;~~hroom
Group Discounts for 6+.
to share 4 b~~stem Place
1-888-THINKSUN
apartment \
$320/mo.,
(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) I
Apartrr_il~~i:~ included.
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
all utJ '
.red
No depo;~ eq:; ASAP

··················•

SPRIN( ~ BREAK

...................

···•····•·•········

60

...................

-

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

...................

Part-time startup/ operations
assistance at an activated
sludge wastewater treatment
plant in Russellville. Position
entails operational monitoring
of an activated sludge waste- - - - - - - - , water treatment plant, including
laboratory work, data analysis
& review, & equipment inspection/ maintenance. Excellent
opportunity to develop handson, practical work experience
in the Environmental/
Wastewater field. Fax resume
to (615) 377-4976 or email to
j.driver@adventgrp.com.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs

make fundralsing easy with no risks. Fundraising dales are

filling quickly so get with the program! it works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at "888) ~23-3238, or visit

www,campus undra1ser com

LAW CLERK
Year round part-time position available at
local law office; perfect for WKU student.
Must be willing to work a minimum of 20 hours
per week. Send resume and transcript to:

Law Firm of Flora Templeton Stuart,
607 E 10th Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42101
or Fax to 782-1451.

ffi

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

: ffi
•

WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT
OPERATOR

Reach Michael Casagrande
at sports@wkuherald.com

...................

...................

Part-time position available.
Nursery supervisor for
Sunday morning from 8am till
noon. Please send resume to
Christ United Methodist
Church. 716 Cavemill Rd.
Bowling Green 42104
or stop by to pick
up an application.

And the soft-spoken star
knows what she is expected to do
when the Lady Toppers migrate
to Miami for the Sun Belt
Tournament later this month.
"I'll go out there and play how
I know how to play," Wagner
said.
Until then, she'll try to keep
Western's 12-game overall
streak, 18-garne Sun Belt roll and
23-game home streak alive.
Western plays at conference foes
Arkansas State and ArkansasLittle Rock this weekend before
closing out the home season
against Middle Tennessee Nov.
12.
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Last Friday, Wagner oneupped herself when she set a
career high with 25 kills in a
barn-burner against bitter Sun
Belt rival Florida International.
Wagner's success between
the lines speaks for itself, but
it's her personality that won
the respect of her teammates.
"Jessie is definitely one of a
kind," teammate Lyndsey Broerman said. "She has a great
personality, and she's so much
fun to be with, on and off the
court. She's brought so much to
the team this year."
After going down with the

second knee injury of her
career in early September,
Broerman left a distinct hole at
the net. At first, fellow-rookie
Crystal Towler filled the void
with her dominating early-season play. But recently, Wagner
has taken charge.
"With me going down,
everybody had to switch
around, but I don't think that
stopped her or anybody,''
Broerman said. "She stepped
up and filled the shoes, and
knew that if this time she was
doing bad, she wasn't coming
out."
Now she's a full-fledged
force, a focal point in Western's
youthful attack.

Early Spring Break Specials!
Haircuts Guys & Gals
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
$3 with WKU ID
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
South Central KY Barber
Drinks! Award Winning
College of B.G. 332 College St.
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida
Are you paying too much for
Vacations from $149!
computer repair? What if I tell
springbreaktravel.com
you that you can receive unlim1-800-678-6386
ited tech-support 24/7 & earn
money for fixing your
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
computer! Interested? email :
reps travel for FREE! Lowest techsupport@freeautobot.com
Price Guarantee!
Call 1-800-795-4786 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com!
HELP WANTEl)

...................

Reach Kyle Hightower at sports@wkuherald.com

KILLER: Wagner an unstoppable force
CON TINUED f R01 Bltl PASE

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD

The Globetrotters opened their 2002 College
Tour with an 83-64 victory at Purdue on Tuesday,
the first of nine games they will play in 18 days.
Five of the Globetrotters' college opponents are
ranked in the top 25 of most preseason polls. Their
next game is tomorrow night at Madison Square
Garden against St John's University.
The 2003 Globetrotters feature a wealth of former professional and college standouts, including
former NBA players Olden Polynice and Cedric
Ceballos, former Arkansas standout Todd Day and
former Louisville player Alex Sanders.

Look for your

WKU Basketball
Preview
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Classified Ad Rates:
$5.50 = first 15 words
$.25 each additional word
745-2653
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Notable
• As a freshman, outside hitter
Jessie Wagner tanks in the top 10
in the Sun Belt in total kilJs and
1
alreacjf ·bas ·been namecC • • 1 ·
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Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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.Women's soccer

Lady Tops move on to second round of Sun Belt
Western beats
La. -Lafayette 2~1

No. 5 seed Western a 2-0 lead and the when it counted."
breathing room it needed to advance to
Roach's goal at the 21-minute mark
the second round of the Sun Belt came after sophomore forward Kelly
Tournament.
Frericks scored in the
The Lady Toppers
12th minute on an assist
( 10-8-0) won 2-1 in
from freshman forward
Mobile, Ala.
Katherine Hunt which
It was the second year
put Western up 1-0.
in a row the sophomore
_ Jocelyn Roach
"The ball was going
midfielder scored her
sophomore midfielder
right to the keeper,"
first goal of the season in
Frericks said. "I just
the first round of the
decided to go hard, give
playoffs.
the goalie hell and see
"I was crying, I was so excited," what happens. I went up with keeper,
Roach said. "I've had bad luck when it she lost focus on the ball and it touched
comes to scoring goals. But I made it off me."

"I was crying, I

BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter

was so excited."

Midfielder Jocelyn Roach had not
scored a goal all season.
She had come close plenty of
times. She just couldn't seem to finish.
But yesterday, against No. 4 seed
Louisiana-Lafayette, Roach hit the
back of the net from 25 feet out to give

Seven minutes before halftime,
Louisiana-Lafayette responded when
Krist Boldt Klausen scored to cut the
lead to 2-1 going into the break.
Coach Jason Neidell said his tea.IT\
had opportunities to put the game out
of reach in the second half, but was not
able to capitalize. Instead, the Lady
Toppers relied on a solid defensive
effort that shut out the Lady Cajuns the
rest of the game.
"(Louisiana-Lafayette) scrapped
and clawed and stayed in the game,"
Neidell said. "It wasn't pretty, but we
fought hard and did what we needed to
win the game."

The victory was sweet ~evenge. for
the Lady Toppers, who lost m overtune
to Louisiana-Lafayette at home on
Oct. 25.
"Both teams understood the importance of this game," Neidell said. "It's
do-or-die time. You win or you go
home. It's the same thing (today)."
Western will play top-seeded
Denver in Mobile at today at 4 p.m.
Denver, the tournament favorite, beat
eighth-seeded Arkansas State 3-0 last
night and has won 12 straight games.
Reach Jay Lively at
sports@wkuherald.com.

.

Men's. soccer.·
'

Toppers finish
season with
win over rival
BY DANNY SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter

,
I
photos by Thomas Cordy/Herald
Eighth-year head coach Travis Hudson works with fltshman outside hitter Jessie Wagner on hitting techniques during Tuesday's
practice at the Preston Center, '
;t

Natlll'al Bora
After only four years of volleyball, freshman Jessie Wagner is becoming a star in the Sun Belt
with a thundering kill has provided
momentum on several occasions
this season. The sight of Wagner's
Just four years ago, Jessie
left arm cocking back for a spike
Wagner was playing basketball in
has sent opponents running for
high school. Then, upon the advice
cover.
of a friend, she traded in her kneeThe 18-year-old from Franklin,
length shorts for Spandex.
Ind.,
picked Western over Indiana of
The rest is history.
the
Big
Ten and South Carolina of
Wagner waltzed onto campus in
the
Southeastern
Conference.
August as a bright-eyed freshman
What
separated
the Lady
with little confidence, according to
Toppers from her other big-name
volleyball coach Travis Hudson.
"Jessie is an ultra-talented kid suitors, she says, was the warmth of
that is fairly new to the game," the volleyball family.
"I got along great with the girls,
Hudson said. "It was more of a conand
I really liked Travis." Wagner
fidence battle for Jessie. As she has
said.
gained confidence throughout this
As a senior at Franklin
year, I think she has really taken
Community High School, her 381 Wagner, from Franklin, Ind., is second on the team in kills with
off."
A casual fan might be amazed to kills earned Wagner a selection to 360.
hear Wagner has' ' been spiking the the second team all-state squad and
volleyball for a mete foul' years, but · an appearance in the Class 4-A title with 360 total kills, just behind play ranks fourth in the league.
sophomore hitter Amanda Schiff's
After posting 24 kills against
game.
Hudson knows better.
team-leading
388.
Arkansas
Little-Rock on Oct. 5,
And
while
the
first
few
weeks
on
"Jessie's God-given talents far
Western's
perfect
run
through
the
Wagner
became
the only freshman
the
Hill
were
rocky
for
the
lanky
outweigh her volleyball skill right
now," he said. "But that's what lefty, Wagner's play has picked up Sun Belt schedule has been sparked to be named Sun Belt Player of the
excites me the most ... is that I think during the Lady Toppers' 12-game by Wagner, who recorded double- Week this season.
the sky is the limit for her."
digit kills in nine of 10 conference
win streak.
Wagner's ability to finish a point
SEE KILLER PAllE 11
She ranks sixth in the conference victories. Her 155 kills in Sun Belt
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter

It could have gone completely different.
In fact, it could still be going.
Western's men's soccer team finished its season last Friday with a victory against Missouri
Valley Conference rival Vanderbilt.
The 2-1 win placed the Hilltoppers in a tie for
eighth in the Missouri Valley. But Evansville beat
Western 4-1 two weeks ago, giving them the tiebreaker and the conference tournament berth.
Only eight of the 10 MVC teams qualify for the
postseason.
Western (8-10-1, 2-7 MVC) finished its second
consecutive disappointing season. They were 7-10
in 2001, but brought in a new crop of talent for this
year's campaign.
The crew of freshmen, five to six of them starting each game, proved to be vital in Western's
wins, and in its losses.
"What we needed to do to compete in the conference was to give a lot of young players lots and
lots of playing time," Western coach David
Holmes said.
That strategy sometimes hurt the Toppers.
"I hate making excuses, but we were young,"
sophomore Scott DeGaris said. "And we were
really inconsistent."
Western jumped out to a good start with a 4-0
record. But they stumbled and found themselves
6-3-1 entering conference play.
The MVC schedule featured games against
three top-25 teams. No. 10 Bradley beat Western
1-0 in Bowling Green. The Toppers then played
No. 12 Creighton and No. 4 Southern Methodist
on the road, losing to both by a single goal. .
"We lost a lot of one-goal games," DeGaris
said. "But we have a lot to build on."
Holmes said he needs to view this season from
a distance to see all of the positives.
"I've got to take a long-range look," he said.
"Every loss is painful, but looking back, I think it
was an important year for us."
Western will return its entire defense next year.
Goalkeeper Daryl Sattler and sweeper Ron Piute
will be back for their senior seasons.
"Daryl has proven already that he is one of the
top players in the league," Holmes said. "I'd be
very disappointed if he doesn't make the MVC
All-Conference team this year."
The offense will suffer with the loss of its two
leading scorers from this season. Senior captain
Ben Buerger will move on and freshman forward
Jason Dugas is transferring.
"Ben was a terrific leader on the team this
year," Holmes said.
But as this team looks to next year, the Toppers
feel confident.
"We have higher expectations," DeGaris said.
"We're still a pretty young team and ... basically,
we're stacked. I mean we are really stacked."
Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com.
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